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ROB BELL AND A NEW AMERICAN CHRISTIANITY

Abingdon Press. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Rob Bell and a New American Christianity, James K Wellman, ROB BELLSubversive? Celebrity? Radical? Heretic? Holy Man?Before being featured in Oprah's Super Soul Sunday and making the cover of Time Magazine, Rob Bell caused the entire evangelical world to wrestle with the scope of salvation with one daring question: who gets to be saved?For religious progressives, Bell the star of the influential Nooma series, game-changer in the church, and budding TV entrepreneur offers a passionate faith, a prophetic challenge, a biblical acuity, and a generous vision of who God is in the world. For conservatives, Bell s the voice that young Christians are looking for a person who takes science seriously, speaks at cutting edge of popular culture, and argues God is bigger than our language for him.The Christian message needs a new interpreter: one particular enough to embody the tradition but broad enough to evoke thought and feeling from a range of people, including evangelicals, religious progressives, and those disenchanted with churched religion the spiritual but not religious, who find themselves compelled by Bell s charisma and artistic creations.Rob Bell offers a beautiful Jesus that entices, absorbs and inspires individuals to go beyond the back-biting and turf-fighting and culture wars that plague contemporary forms of evangelical and liberal Christianity.Author, scholar, and speaker James Wellman offers an incisive and critical look at Rob Bell: his influence, his roots, his brand. Wellman's explains Bell s rhetoric, ponders the implications of his creative message-making, and provides an interpretation of his influence that puts Bell at the center of a new American Christianity.Praise for Rob Bell and a New American ChristianityAs evangelicalism of the twenty-first century continues its centuries-long quest for speaking the cultural idiom, Rob Bell s voice has emerged as one...
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**DK Readers L4: Danger on the Mountain: Scaling the World’s Highest Peaks**  
DK Publishing (Dorling Kindersley). Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, DK Readers L4: Danger on the Mountain: Scaling the World’s Highest Peaks, Andrew Donkin, Linda Martin, From blizzards and glaciers on the world’s...
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**You Shouldn’t Have to Say Goodbye: It’s Hard Losing the Person You Love the Most**  
Sourcebooks, Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, You Shouldn’t Have to Say Goodbye: It’s Hard Losing the Person You Love the Most, Patricia Hermes, Thirteen-year-old Sarah Morrow doesn’t think much of the...
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**The Mystery on the Great Wall of China**  
Gallopade International. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Mystery on the Great Wall of China, Carole Marsh, Mimi, Papa, Grant, and Christina are headed to China in Papa’s little red and white...
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**George Washington’s Mother**  
Penguin Putnam Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, George Washington’s Mother, Jean Fritz, DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan, The All Aboard Reading series features stories that capture beginning readers’ imagination while developing their vocabulary and...
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